
Date: March 21, 2022

Subject: Mars and some things you may not know about it

This  report  includes  more than just  Mars activities  because the entire  fallem angel/  human
agreements are tied to secret space exploration as well as activities on mars and earth.

Because Mars is one of the planets near to Earth, and Mars is the planet in or solar system
which is most like the earth, people have been fascinated by this planet since ancient times. Let us
begin with some basic information which will help you understand some of the things that we will talk
about in this report:

 1 Here is a picture showing the relative size of mars compared to earth.

 2 Comparison of the gravity on Earth compared to Mars:

 3 The Atmosphere of Earth is more than 100 times more demse than the atmosphere of Mars. The
Atmosphere of Mars is as follows:
 3.1 96% carbon dioxide
 3.2 Less than 2% argon
 3.3 Less than 2% nitrogen
 3.4 Less than 1% all other gases



 4 How did Mars lose most of its Atmosphere which is now so thin that it will not support human
life without a space suit.
 4.1 The loss of mars' atmosphere is related to the planet astra ,or rahab known as lucifers

abode-which  was  located  between  the  planet  mars  and  jupiter.  When  God  destroyed  it
through  what physiscists describe as 'roches limit' it became the asteroid belt that we see
today. It is the remanants of God’s judgment on lucifers home planet! Roches limit  states
that when a planet with  a greater gravitational field of a planet comes into a specified
proximity with a smaller planet ,the gravitational field  will destroy the  smaller planet if
moved or has its orbit changed.  In this situation it was  God himself who destroyed rahab
which is the basis of mars being known as the war planet !

 4.2 As  a  result the  magnetosphere  of  Mars  was  destroyed.  Because  the  protective
magnetosphere of Mars was destroyed, then the constantly blowing solar winds literally
blew the atmosphere off Mars.

 4.3 NOTE: Be thankful for the magnetosphere of the earth which protects the atmosphere of
Earth as well as protecting earth from many ionizing particles which get steered away from
earth.

 5 There is plenty of frozen water on Mars people just need to get to it.

 6 Mars gets it’s red color from the dust storms whic are active at the surface.

 7 WHY DO PEOPLE CARE SO MUCH ABOUT MARS ?
 7.1 Many people think the can be “saved” by moving to Mars.



Some History of  fallen angel and human treaties
and

SPACE TRAVEL

     1  The first topic I will present is data I have been able to uncover regarding “alien” treaties and or
“agreements”, which as you know are between evil humans and (fallen angels or hybrids). They are
presented in what is nominal calendar order as far as I can figure out because for some no detailed
dates are recorded but we have clues in the behavior of people. It is important to note that all of the
ultra secret space operations for each country begin shortly after the signing of the agreement with the
fallen angels.

1.1  The Indians in India: The Hindu records indicate that there is discussion and agreements
with the “God’s of the sky” as early as 400 bc which is consistent with the type of construction of the
devices the hindu’s built and the materials used as well as connecting to the global FA power grid.

1.2  The Egyptians:  The Secret  Egyptian records  indicate  that  the first  agreement  with the
“God’s of the sky” were in 3000 bc time period and it was in this time that the work began on the
global FA power grid (which still exists but is in idling state at the moment)

1.3  The Chinese: The first chinese agreement was signed in 1600 bc.

1.4  The Japanese: The first agreement with the “sky gods” was signed in 794 AD. The next
agreement with the fallen angels was 1933.

1.5  The Russians: The first Russian agreement was signed in 1940 about the same time as the
USA agreement.

1.6  The German Nazi’s: Their agreement was signed in 1933

1.7  The USA: The first USA agreement was signed in 1940. The second agreement was signed
in 1954.

1.8  The UK:The first UK agreement was signed in 1940.

1.9  The SJ’s/Vatican: The agreement with the FA’s and satan was signed in 1600 which is why
they have such a wide power base globally.

1.10  Curious things about the russian german usa and uk agreements is that Von Braun signed
all the agreements (yes I know it sounds odd but in fact behind the scenes there was lots of occult
activities that crossed the axis and allied forces uniformly. This is a part of history carefully deleted
from the history books and regarded as huge secret.)

     2  The first german and fallen Angel treaty was signed in 1933 in germany in the occult studies
center where hitler spent much of his time preparing for his third reich political moves.



     3  Regarding “technology transfer” it is the nazi’s who had the first working items in 1933 which is
9 years earlier than the USA  Russia and UK had their first treaties in 1942 got their operational copies
of things. (Note: each of the countries believe they are the only ones who have the “treaty” with the
fallen angels (aliens).

     4  The nazi’s made a deal with “the king of the world” (satan) that they would have their glorious
reich for a thousand years. Which of course hitler agreed to because then he felt he had the strength to
take on anyone. However it was not to be, yet the nazi regime still lives on hidden away in Antarctica
to this day. Again Von Braun was one of the signatories to the 1933 agreement with the nazi’s as well as
the 1954 usa treaty. (I find this most interesting as a matter of fact)

     5  Additionally the first Nazi transit to mars and the fallen angel station there was on the date of the
invasion of Poland in 1939 as a matter of fact. 

     6  Since 1933 the germans have been the leading human group in the Mars efforts and providing
human captives as required by the fallen angels The whole set of Mars bases are directly administered
by fallen angels who are onsite all the time.

    



ULTRA SECRET SPACE PROGRAMS

The  Ultra  secret  space  programs  have  a  very  revealing  history  since  the1930’s  involving
multiple countries which will be presented here.

 1 The Nazi fallen angel (aliens) agreement signed in 1933. The Dark Space program began in
1934.

 2 
 3 The  Japanese:  The  first  agreement  with  the  “sky  gods”  was  signed  in  794  AD.  The  next

agreement with the fallen angels was 1933. The “Rising Sun” space program began in 1934.

 4 The USA: The first USA agreement was signed in 1940. The second agreement was signed in
1954.  The initial  Deep Space Program began in 1940 an was and still  is  one of  the most
secretive programs of the military.

If you hunt you can find reference to the efforts of each ountry but not the details. Each country
has the goal of being the first with the most project and results. Why would  a country do this ? The
answer is advanced space things can be used for military control. The countries listed want to be the
country in charge of the new global order. By looking and reading carefully we can see the insidious
evil behind it all. So let us go through things now:

 1 All of the countries listed above have access to TR style crafts with energy weapons etc, which
will change the way wars are handled as soon as one country introduces such technology such
as TR3B and other craft.

 2 Even if  stargates  are  not  as  nimble  as  TR type  craft,  you can  move plenty  of  people  and
equipment through a stargate if neded.

 3 The most important thing of all is the lack of concern for life in the new type of warfare.



WHY MARS

As we proceed to look at why Mars and why the colonization of Mars before now and why now and
why in the near future Mars colonization is  being publicly discussed by various people:

 1 If we pause and consider who is behind it all there is the desire to vastly increase the budgets
and suck the people dry faster but the only way to do that is to start a mars race like the moon
race etc,

 2 Also  if  we  consider  the  reasons  stated  you  discover  a  common  set  of  threads  in  the
conversations:
 2.1 “escape” from the tyranny of the world (hmmm they created said tyranny thus by nature

they will bring it with them so that is a loser)
 2.2 “escape” from the confines of earth and earth laws and so on. (this we can believe 100

percent because they want to terraform a new planet to their own liking and set of rules in
which they are the elite godlets and control the lives under them and those lives under them
must bow to them and serve them or die. Of course the public discussion is already that e
need to move people from earth to mars to “save the planet”. Well nothing could be further
from the truth there are still plenty of resources for the people on earth if they are managed
well, however we are now in the time of tribulation(s) (meaning more than one tribulation)
and  therefore  we  must  expect  God’s  Judgment  to  fall  upon  the  countries  of  the  earth
including the USA who tossed God out of life and liberty and therefore the liberty will be
removed from the people.

 2.3 There is also the need for the new set of laws and rules so that the “elite humans” can
deliver on their promises to the fallen angels regardig the available humans to experiment
on and use for food etc and so on.

Lest you doubt the above set of goals I have news for you  this has been the common set of
goals since world war 1 when the first trips to Mars occurred in the craft of the fallen angels and has
simply been expanded on during and after world war 2. While things may be more fancy and organized
on the human side little has changed since the basic MO of the first human visitors during world war 1. 



The current Mars colony and main base is on the sun side of mars in the Martian Grand Canyon
known as Valles Marineris. The key details are as follows:

 1 The base is about 500 miles in diameter under the surface.
 2 Administered directly by Fallen Angels
 3 Humans from the following countries are there:

 3.1 Germany
 3.2 Japan
 3.3 Russia
 3.4 USA

 4 Human captives come from all countries.
 5 The levels include the following:

 5.1 power system lowest level
 5.2 water processing
 5.3 plant growing
 5.4 animal and human growing areas
 5.5 genetic labs
 5.6 engineering labs
 5.7 living quarters
 5.8 administrative offices
 5.9 deep space craft hanger



EPILOGUE

TO  SAY  IT  SIMPLY   YOUR  ONLY  HOPE  IN  THIS  TIME  OF  TYRANNY  IS
TRUSTING JESUS ALL THE WAY IN ALL THINGS !!!


